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Introduction 
In preparing this paper I first considered an antihermitian form Hover 
a quaternion field D with center k, X(k)*2 (X denoting the characteristic). 
In the literature it has been demonstrated (see for example [7]) that 
such an antihermitian form determines a symmetric bilinear form on a 
vector space over a commutative separable quadratic extension field 
of k, and that (as X(k) * 2) the unitary group determined by H is the sub-
group of an orthogonal group, consisting of those orthogonal trans-
formations which commute with a certain semi-linear mapping T of the 
underlying vector space. This semi-linear mapping T induces a semi-
involution c in the Clifford algebra of the symmetric bilinear form 
(X(k) * 2). First I succeeded in giving an axiomatisation of the sub algebra 
of that Clifford algebra, consisting of the elements invariant under c. 
This subalgebra was called the Clifford algebra of H, it turned out to 
be uniquely determined up to an isomorphism, and to satisfy properties 
analogous to those of the Clifford algebra of a quadratic form. 
This idea of defining a Clifford algebra has recently been developed by 
N. JACOBSON in [9], in a more general case, though still for characteristic 
* 2, and without giving any axiomatisation. 
Now if X(k) = 2 then another form had to be used to determine an 
orthogonal group and a semi-linear mapping T. I have found this form 
by considering how an axiomatisation could be given of the sub algebra 
of the Clifford algebra of a quadratic form, consisting of those elements 
which are invariant under a certain semi-involution of the Clifford algebra. 
First I got a formula, later on an abstract characterisation for this form, 
and it is with this abstract characterisation that the paper starts. 
The new-defined form is called a quadratic quaternion form. This 
paper describes how a quadratic quaternion form uniquely determines 
an antihermitian form H, and how it defines a subgroup of the unitary 
group of H, and a subgroup of the group of H-unitary similitudes. Next 
theorems analogous to those for unitary groups are deduced, and the 
constrnction and abstract characterisation of the Clifford algebra is given. 
* This work was supported by the Dutch Organisation for Pure Scientific 
Research (Z.W.O.). 
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The paper ends with the description of the Clifford algebra for low 
dimensions, which gives results for the groups defined newly, which are 
analogous to the well-known results for characteristic =/= 2, see [8]. 
Moreover, some well-known isomorphisms for the classical groups are 
found, see [7]. Compare [10] for the case that k is a -t'-adic number field. 
Throughout the paper, the cases X(k) = 2 and X(k) =/= 2 are treated 
simultaneously. Furthermore, there are the following conventions: 
(i) Vector spaces over a skew field are always right vector spaces 
(unless explicitely stated otherwise). Let V be a right vector space 
over a (skew) field K, let el, ... , en E V. The subspace of V spanned 
by el, ... , en is denoted by <el, ... , en)K. 
(ii) In the case of mappings i often denotes the identity mapping. 
(iii) The algebra of r x r-matrices over a (skew) field K is denoted by 
M(r,K); Gl(r,K) = {aEM(r,K) I a-lEM(r,K)}; 
Sl(r,K) = {aEGl(r,K) Ideta=I}, where det denotes the determinant 
in the sense of J. DIEUDONNE (see [5]; [1] chap. IV). 
(iv) In this paper we use several norms. If a is an involution in an 
algebra, then the mapping x ~ XXC1 is denoted by NC1 if it is multi-
plicative. Furthermore, we use the symbol N K for the norm relative 
to K on a commutative quadratic extension of K. The reduced 
norm of a division algebra A with center k is denoted by N Ajk. 
(v) The commutator-subgroup of a group G is denoted by [G, G]. 
1. Definition of quadratic quaternion forms 
First we recall some definitions from [7], and we extend these definitions 
to fields with characteristic 2. Let K be a commutative field, and 
a : K ~ K an involutorial automorphism which is not the identity. 
Let k be the field of invariants under a, then K is a separable quadratic 
extension of k. Now take an m-dimensional vector space Vm(K) over K, 
and a quadratic form Q : Vm(K) ~ K. Define F : Vm(K) x Vm(K) ~ K 
by F(x, y)=Q(x+y)-Q(x)-Q(y) for every x, y E Vm(K). 
Let T : Vm(K) ~ Vm(K) b'e a semi-similitude with respect to a, which 
means that T is additive and invertible, T(XA) =T(X)AC1 for x E Vm(K), 
A EK, and there is an iX EK such that Q(T(X))=iXQ(X)C1 for x E Vm(K). 
Let for every x E Vm(K) be T2(X) =xf-l, where f-l E K. So iXiXC1 =f-l2 and 
f-l E k*, iX=/=O; m=2n. Assume moreover that f-l=/=AAC1 for A E K. 
Define fm : V2n(K) ~ V2n(K) by f(~)x=x~ for ~ E K, x E V2n(K). 
The mappings f(~) together with T form a four-dimensional algebra A 
over k in which T2 = f{f-l) and T 0 f(~) = f( ~(1) 0 T for every ~ E K. Write 
D=K EB lK with l2=f-l and l~=~C1l for every ~ E K. Then D ~ A. Extend 
a : K ~ K to a : D ~ D by (lA)C1 = -lA for A E K. Then D is a quaternion 
algebra over k, with a as the usual involution. Moreover (as f-l=/=AAC1, A E K) 
D is a division algebra. Define N C1 : D ~ k by N C1(~) = ~~C1 for every ~ ED. 
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V2n(K) can be interpreted as an n-dimensional right vector space 
Vn(D) over D, such that x(~+l'fi)=x~+T(x)r;. We do not use different 
notations for an element considered as belonging to Vn(D) or to V2n(K). 
Let us assume IX =1= f-l' then it makes sense to define the mappings: 
L : Vn(D) ---+ D by L(x) = F(T(x), x) -1(1- f-l1X-1 )Q(x) for every x E Vn(D), 
H: Vn(D) x Vn(D)---+D by H(x,y) = (1- f-l1X-1 )F(T(x),y) -1(1- f-l1X-1 )F(x,y) 
for every x, y E Vn(D). 
Write T*=f(I-f-l1X-1)oT and 1*=1(1- f-l1X-1). 
Then (T*)2=2f-l-IX-IXG and Q(T*(x))= -(2f-l-IX-IXG)Q(xt for every 
x E V2n(K). Choose e = (1- f-l1X-1 )-1, so e + eG = 1. Then 
L(x) = eF(T*(x), x) -l*Q(x) for every x E V2n(K), 
H(x, y) = F(T*(x), y) -1* F(x, y) for every x, y E V2n(K). 
Writing now again T, 1 for T*, 1* we have the case that IX = - f-l and we 
have obtained mappings: 
L : Vn(D) ---+ D defined by L(x) = eF(T(x), x) -lQ(x), 
H : Vn(D) x Vn(D) ---+ D defined by H(x, y) = F(T(x), y) -IF(x, y), where 
e EK, e+eG=1. 
H is sesquilinear over D with respect to a, antihermitian for X(D) =1= 2, 
hermitian for X(D) = 2. H is nondegenerate if and only if F is non-
degenerate; H is trace-valued as H(x, x) = L(x) - L(xt for every x E Vn(D). 
(1.1) (Lemma) Let L be as above. 
(i) if>: Vn(D) x Vn(D) ---+ D defined by if>(x, y) = L(x + y) - L(x) - L(y) for 
every x, y E Vn(D) is symmetric and additive in x and y. 
(ii) f: Vn(D) x D ---+ D defined by f(x, A) =L(XA) -AGL(x)A for x E Vn(D), 
A E D is a mapping into the center k of D. 
Proof: We only give the proof of (ii): Let A=~+ 1r;, then L(XA) -AGL(x)A= 
= (eG - e){ - Q(x)f-l~r;G + Q(xt f-l~Gr; - f-lNG(r; )F(T(x), x)}. 
After this introduction we see that it is useful to give the following 
definition: 
Let D be a quaternion division algebra with center k, assume 
a : D ---+ D is the usual involution (so for X(D) = 2 k is not the whole 
set of invariants under a). Let Vn(D) be an n-dimensional right 
vector space over D. 
A quadratic quaternion form L on Vn(D) is a mapping L : Vn(D) ---+ D 
which satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) Let if> : Vn(D) x Vn(D) ---+ D be defined by if>(x, y) =L(x+y)-
-L(x)-L(y) for every x, y E Vn(D). Then if>(x+z, y)-if>(x,y)-
-if>(z, y) E k for every x, y, z E Vn(D). 
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(ii) Let f : Vn(D) x D ~ D be defined by t(x, A) =L(XA) -A"L(x)A 
for every x E Vn(D), A ED. Then f maps Vn(D) into k. 
Moreover, to exclude a trivial case, we assume: 
(iij) There is an x E Vn(D) with L(x) rt k. 
Remark: Sometimes to avoid confusion we speak about C/J(L) , f(L). 
Let .P(n, D) be the set of all quadratic quaternion forms on Vn(D) . 
.P(n, D) is a vector space over k, under usual definition for addition and 
scalar multiplication on .P(n, D). 
Define L" by L"(x) = L(xr for every x E Vn(D). 
Then a : .P(n, D) ~ .P(n, D). 
We call C/J nondegenerate if C/J(x, y) E k for every Y E Vn(D)",*" x=O. 
Let .P1(n, D)={L E .P(n, D) I C/J(L) nondegenerate}. 
Then a: .P1(n, D) ~ .P1(n, D). 
Let X(D) = 2. We call L nondegenerate defective if 
(1) x# 0, C/J(x, y) E k for every Y E Vn(D) implies L(x) rt k and 
(2) there is an x # 0 such that C/J(x, y) E k for every Y E Vn(D). 
Let .P2(n, D) = {L E .P(n, D) I L nondegenerate defective}. Again 
a : .P2(n, D) ~ .P2(n, D). 
Remark: if X(D)#2, then L(X)_1/2C/J(X, x) E k, so C/J(x, y) E k for every 
Y E Vn(D) implies L(x) E k. 
If X(D) # 2 then the L E .P1(n, D) are called nondegenerate, if X(D) = 2 
then the L E .P1(n, D) are called nondegenerate nondefective. 
Take a field k eKe D, such that K is a commutative separable 
quadratic extension of k, then a is not the identity on K. One can write 
D=K EEl lK with l"= -l, Al=lA" for every A E K, so l2=fJ, E k*. Vn(D) 
can be seen as a 2n-dimensional vector space V2n(K) over K, l induces 
a semi-involution T : V2n(K) ~ V2n(K) with respect to a, defined by 
T(x) =xl. 
Let L E.P(n, D), write L(x)=P(x)+lR(x) with P, R : V2n(K) ~ K. 
In the same way C/J(x, y) =p(x, y) +lr(x, y) with p, r : V2n(K) X V2n(K)~K. 
By (i) one knows that r is additive in x and y, and that p(x + z, y)-
- p(x, y) - p(z, y) E k for every x, y, Z E pn(K). 
Take A ED, write A=~+l'Y) with ~,'Y) E K. 
L(XA) - A"L(x)A = {P(x~) + P(T(x)'Y)) + p(x~, T(x)'Y)) + lR(x~) + lR(T(x)'Y)) + 
+lr(x~, T(x)'Y))}- {N,,(~)P(x) +fJ,~"'Y)R(xr - fJ,N,,('Y))P(x)"-
- fJ,~'Y)"R(x) +l[~2R(x) + ~'Y)P(x)" -~'Y)P(x) - fJ,'Y)2R(xrn. 
By (ii) one knows that: 
(IX) P(x~) +P(T(x)'Y)) +p(x~, T(x)'Y)) -N,,(~)P(x) - fJ,~"'Y)R(x)" + 
+fJ,N,,('Y))p(xr+fJ,~'Y)"R(x) E k. 
(f3) ~2R(x) +~'Y)p(xr -~'Y)P(x) -fJ,'Y)2R(xr -R(x~) -R(T(x)'Y))-
-r(x~, T(x)'Y))=O. 
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(fJ) gives: 
(1) R(X~)=~2R(x) for every x E V2n(K), ~ E K. 
(2) R(T(x)) = - f-lR(xr for every x E V2n(K). 
(3) r(x, T(x)) =p(xr -P(x) for every x E pn(K). 
(4) r(x~, T(x)'rJ)=~'rJr(x, T(x)) for every x E V2n(K), ~,'rJ E K. 
(1.2) (Lemma) Let L E 2(n, D), D=K EB lK, L=P+lR with 
P : V2n(K) --+ K, R : V2n(K) --+ K. Then R is a quadratic form over K. 
Proof: r(x, y)=R(x+y)-R(x)-R(y) for every x, y E V2n(K). One only 
has to prove that r(x~, y) = ~r(x, y) for every x, y E V2n(K), ~ E K. 
(1) gives r(x~, yn=~2r(x, y) so, using additivity for r one gets: 
(5) r(x~, Y'rJ)+r(y~, x'rJ)=2~'rJr(x, y) for x, y E pn(K), ~,'rJ E K. 
Now polarizing (4) and using (2) one gets: 
(6) r(y~, x'rJ)_W(x~af-l-I, Y'rJar=~'rJ{r(y, x)-f-lr(xwl, yn for 
x, y E V2n(K), ~,'rJ E K. 
Subtracting (5) and (6): 
(7) r(x~, Y'rJ)+f-lr(x~af-l-I, Y'rJar=~{r(x, Y'rJ)+W(xf-l-l, y'rJr1n for 
x, y E pn(K), ~,'rJ E K. 
Now it is easy to complete the proof: take 'rJa = - 'rJ for X(D) oft 2 and 
'rJa+'rJ=l for X(D)=2. 
(1.3) (Theorem) Let L E 2(n, D), D=K EB lK, e E K and e+ ea= 1. 
Then we have L(x) = q(x) - er(T(x), x) + lR(x) for x E Vn(D), where R is a 
quadratic form over K, r is the symmetric bilinear form belonging to R, 
and q : Vn(D) --+ k. 
Proof: One still must use (3): r(T(x), x) =p(xr-p(x) for every XE Vn(D). 
It is clear that P is determined by (3) additively up to a function in k. 
Now r(T(x), xr = - r(T(x), x) so PI defined by PI(x) = - er(T(x), x) with 
e + er1 = 1 has the property that PI(xr - PI(x) = r(T(x), x) for every 
x E Vn(D). 
(1.4) (Theorem) Let L E 2(n, D). There is exactly one mapping 
H : Vn(D) x Vn(D) --+ D, which is sesquilinear over D with respect to a, anti-
hermitian if x(D) oft 2, hermitian if x(D) = 2, and for which H(x, x) = L(x)-
-L(xr for every x E Vn(D). 
Proof: (i) The difference between two such mappings is a mapping 
with the same properties, which is moreover alternating. But then it is 
a mapping Vn(D) x Vn(D) --+ S where S = {A ED I Ar1 =A}. As a is not the 
identity, it is a mapping Vn(D) x Vn(D) --+ {O}. 
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(ii) The existence follows by H(x, y) = - r(T(x), y) + lr(x, y) for a certain 
splitting D = K EB lK and r, T as before. 
Remark: H(x, y) E cl>(x, y)+k for every x, y E Vn(D). 
(1.5) Let L E 2'(n, D), D=K EB lK, Rand r as in (1.3). Let H belong 
to L as in (1.4). 
Then L E 2'1(n, D) ~ r nondegenerate ~ H nondegenerate. 
Let X(D) = 2. Then L E 2'2(n, D) ~ R nondegenerate defective. 
Let L E 2'(n, D), D=K EB lK, e E K, e+ eO'= 1, L=P+lR as in (1.2), 
r, T as in (1.3). We define Le : Vn(D) --+ D by Le(x) = -er(T(x), x)+lR(x) 
for every x E Vn(D) and call Le a normalized quadratic quaternion form 
(of L) as Le E 2'(n, D). Moreover L E 2'1(n, D) ~ Le E 2'1(n, D) and if 
X(D) = 2 then L E 2'2(n, D) ~ Le E 2'2(n, D). 
Let H belong to L as in (1.4), then H belongs to any normalized quadratic 
quaternion form of L. If X(D)#2, e=1/2' then H(x, x) = 2Le(x) for every 
x E Vn(D), and L is - up to a function in k which appears to play no 
part-an antihermitian form on Vn(D). 
Remark: We will denote cl>e=cl>(Le) and fe=f(Le)' 
2. Transformation groups 
First we repeat some well-known definitions. See for example [8] I §§9, 
16. Let K be a commutative field, Vm(K) an m-dimensional vector space 
over K, R : Vm(K) --+ K a quadratic form, r : Vm(K) x Vm(K) --+ K the 
corresponding symmetric bilinear form. 
Denote by rO(m, K, R) the group of semi-similitudes of R, that is the 
group of invertible semi-linear transformations u: Vm(K)--+Vm(K), 
semi-linear with respect to an automorphism a(u) : K --+ K, and such 
that R(u(x))=c:x(u)R(xt<U) for every x E Vm(K). We call c:x(u) the ratio of u. 
Let GO(n, K, R) = {u E rO(n, K, R) I a(u) is the identity mapping}. Elements 
of GO(n, K, R) are called similitudes. 
Let O(n, K, R) = {u E GO(n, K, R) I c:x(u) = I}. O(n, K, R) is the group of 
orthogonal transformations. 
(2.1) Let D=K EB lK, Vn(D) an n-dimensional right vector space over D, 
V2n(K) the underlying 2n-dimensional vector space over K. Let T : V2n(K) --+ 
V2n(K) be defined by T(x) =xl for x E pn(K). Then u : Vn(D) --+ Vn(D) is 
a D-linear transformation ~ u : V2n(K) --+ V2n(K) is K -linear and uT = Tu. 
(2.2) Let L E 2'(n, D). Write D=K EB lK and L=P+lR with P, R : 
V2n(K) --+ K. Suppose u is an invertible D-linear transformation of Vn(D). 
Then uEGO(2n,K,R)~there is an c:x(u) Ek* such that Lou-c:x(u)L 
maps Vn(D) into k. 
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Remark: Choose a normalized quadratic quaternion form Le of L. 
If u : Vn(D) --+ Vn(D) is invertible and D-linear and if eX E k* then 
Leo u-eXLe maps Vn(D) into k -¢?- Leo u=eXLe. 
(2.3) Let L E !l'(n, D). Write D=K EB lK and L=P+lR with P, R : 
V2n(K) --+ K. Suppose u is an invertible D-linear transformation of Vn(D). 
Then u E O(2n, K, R) -¢?- L ° u-L maps Vn(D) into k. 
Let L E !l'(n, D). Denote by GOU(n, D, L) the group of invertible D-
linear transformations u : Vn(D) --+ Vn(D), such that L 0 u-eX(u)L maps 
Vn(D) into k for certain eX(u) E k*. 
Put OU(n, D, L) = {u EGOU(n, D, L) I eX(u) = I}. We call the transformations 
of GOU(n, D, L) the orthogonal-unitary similitudes of L and the trans-
formations of OU(n, D, L) the orthogonal-unitary transformations of L. 
(2.4) Let L E !l'(n, D) and let Le be a normalized quadratic quaternion form 
of L. Then GOU(n, D, L) =GOU(n, D, Le) and OU(n, D, L) =OU(n, D, Le)' 
For sesquilinear, (anti)hermitian forms H : Vn(D) x Vn(D) --+ D groups 
GU(n, D, H), U(n, D, H) are defined quite analogous to GO(m, K, R), 
O(m, K, R). See [8] I § 9. 
(2.5) Suppose L E !l'(n, D). H belongs to L as in (1.4). 
Then GOU(n,D,L) C GU(n, D, H) and OU(n, D, L) C U(n, D, H). 
(2.6) Let H: Vn(D) x Vn(D) --+ D be sesquilinear, (anti)hermitian with 
respect to the usual involution in D, let HE !l'(n, D). Then X(D) of 2 and 
GOU(n, D, H) =GU(n, D, H), OU(n, D, H) = U(n, D, H). 
(2.7) (Theorem) Let X(D)of2, L E !l'(n, D). Suppose H belongs to L as 
in (1.4). Then GOU(n, D, L)=GU(n, D, H) and OU(n, D, L)= U(n, D, H). 
Suppose n> 2. Let L E !l'1(n, D), let H belong to L as in (1.4). 
Suppose u E U(n, D, H), uofi and u is the identity-mapping on a hyper-
plane of Vn(D). As H is nondegenerate, one can find a E Vn(D), eX E D* 
such that u(x)=x-aeXH(a, x) for every x E Vn(D), and eX-I_(eX-It= 
=H(a, a), see [13] page 13. 
Write (a;eX) for the u of this form. Now H(a,a) =L(a) -L(a)" SO eX-I EL(a)+S 
where S= {A ED I A=A"}. 
(2.8) (Theorem) Suppose n>2. Let L E !l'1(n, D). 
Then (a; eX) E OU(n, D, L) -¢?- eX-I E L(a)+k. 
Proof: Suppose that H belongs to L as in (1.4), and that w=w(L). 
First two remarks, which can be proved by means of the remark after (1.4): 
(a) H(y, a) E k implies W(y, a) E k. 
(b) H(y, a)= 1 implies W(y, a(3) E f3+k for every f3 ED. 
Now we consider two cases: 
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(1) H(a, a)*O. Every x E Vn(D) can be written as x=y+a~ with 
H(a,y)=O and ~ ED. Then u(x)=y+alXlX-u~ and, using remark (a), we 
obtain that L(u(x))-L(x) Ek for all x if and only if L(alXlX-U)-L(a) E k, 
that is if and only if IXU(L(a)-IX-l)IX-IX(L(a)-IX-l) lXu E k. 
Then one uses the following fact, which is easily proved: 
if IX ED, lXu * IX, f3 ED, f3u = f3 and lXu f31X - 1Xf3lXu E k then f3 E k. 
(2) H(a, a) = 0. Here again we use that L E 2 l (n, D), for now there 
is ayE Vn(D), such that H(a, y) = 1. Every x E Vn(D) can be written as 
x=z+y~ with H(a, z)=O and ~ ED. 
Then u(x)=x-alX; and L(u(x))-L(x) E k for all x if and only if 
-I/>(x, alX~)+L(alX~) E k for all x, that is, using remarks (a) and (b), if 
and only if IX+L(alX) Ek, which is equivalent with IX-I EL(a)+k. 
Let u=(a; IX) EOU(n, D, L). If H(a, a)*O then u is called an ortho-
gonal-unitary quasi-symmetry. If L( a) E k then u is called an orthogonal-
unitary transvection. TOU(n, D, L) is the group, generated by the orthogonal-
unitary transvections (if defined). 
(2.9) (Theorem) Let L E 2 l (n, D). Suppose n>2. Then OU(n, D, L) 
il5 generated by orthogonal-unitary quasi-symmetries. 
Proof: (A) First some remarks. Suppose that H belongs to L as in(1.4). 
(a) Let a E Vn(D), H(a, a) * 0. Put A = {x E Vn(D) I H(a, x) = O}. 
Let LA be the restriction of L to A. Then LA E 2l(n-1, D). 
(b) Let a E Vn(D), ~ E D*, ~* 1, such that H(a, a)*O, L(a~)-L(a) E k. 
Then there is an IX E D* such that (a; IX) is defined, (a; IX) E OU(n, D, L) 
and (a; lX)a=a~. For L(a~)-L(a) E k if and only if ~ E <1, L(a)k and 
Nu(~)=1. Now one can write ~=(1J+L(a))-l(1J+L(a)t with 1JEk, so 
(a; (1J+L(a))-l) satisfies the conditions. 
(c) For every A E D*, A*Au there is a ~ E D*, ~* 1 such that ~uA~-A E k. 
(Ohoose ~=A-lAU). 
(B) Now the proof goes by induction with respect to n. One can 
follow the first part of the proof of the theorem for unitary groups in [6]. 
We may use the conditions a*i, D*F4 . 
Let u E OU(n, D, L). We distinguish two cases: 
(1) Suppose there exist xEVn(D), AED such that L(XA)-L(x)Ek, 
H(x, x)*O, and H(U(X)-XA, U(X)-XA)*O. 
We write XA=y+(U(X)-XA)~ with H(y, U(X)-XA)=O, then ~ E D*. 
Then u(x) = y + (u(x) - XA)(~ + 1), ~ + 1 E D*. L(u(x)) - L(XA) E k so 
L{(u(x) -XA)(~ + 1)}-L{(u(x) -XA)n E k. 
Let tl=(U(X)-XA;lXl) such that tl((U(X)-XA)~)=(U(X)-XA)(~+l) and 
tl E OU(n, D, L). If A = 1 let t2 = i, if A* 1 let t2 = (x; 1X2) such that t2(X) =XA 
and t2 EOU(n, D, L). tl and t2 exist by (b). Now t2-l tel u(x)=x. 
Let X = {y E Vn(D) I H(x, y) = O}. t2-l tel u : X -+ X and 
t2-l tel E OU(n-1, D, Lx). 
If n = 2 then t2-l h -1 U is an orthogonal-unitary quasi-symmetry, if 
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n>2 wc may assume that the restriction of tz-l tel u to X is a product 
of orthogonal-unitary quasi-symmetries. In both cases we obtain that u 
is a product of orthogonal-unitary quasi-symmetries. 
(2) Suppose that for every x EO Vn(D) and every A EO D* L(XA) -L(x) ¢k, 
or H(x, x)=O or H(U(X)-XA, U(X)-XA)=O. In particular for every 
x EO Vn(D), H(x, X)oFO implies that both H(u(x)-x, u(x)-x)=O and 
H(u(x)+x, u(x)+x)=O. This implies X(D)=2. 
So we shall use from here particular properties of D, when X(D) = 2. 
Moreover we shall use (J oF i, DoFF 4. One easily deduces: 
H(x, u(x)) + H(u(x), x) = ° for all x EO Vn(D), Ree [6]. 
Hence H(x, u(y))+H(u(x),y)=O for x, y EO VnW). So uZ=i. 
The problem is to find a V= (c; y) EO OU(n, D, L) such that UVoFV-lU-l, 
once having such a v, we apply part (1) to uv. As uoFi one can find 
OoFa, OoFb EO Vn(D) such that ('n-i)b=a. Hence u(a)=a. 
Let v EO U(n, D, H), then uv(a) =v-lu-l(a) is equivalent with 
v-l(a)-v(a)=uv(a)-v(a). Now x=u(y)-y implies H(x, x)=O, so 
H(v-l(a)-v(a), v-l(a)-v(a))oFO implies UVoFV-lU-l. 
Take CEO Vn(D) with H(c, c) oF 0, H(c, a) oF 0, hence L(c) oFL(c)". 
Take loF~ EOD* with L(c~)-L(c) EOk (~exists by remark (c)). 
Then there is a v=(c;y) EOOU(n,D,L) such that v(c)=c~. Now v-l(a)-
-v(a)=c(y+yCf)H(c, a). As y-l EOL(c)+k one knows that yCf oF y, so 
H(v-l(a) - v(a), v-l(a) - v(a)) oF 0. 
3. Witt's theorem. The Witt-index of a nondegenerate (nondefective) 
quadratic quaternion form 
Choose LEO !l'i(n, D), i= 1 or i=2, H belonging to L as in (1.4). 
We say that x EO Vn(D) is isotropic if and only if H(x, x) = 0, we define 
x EO Vn(D) to be singular if and only if L(x) EO k, this implies that H(x, x) = 0. 
If X(D) oF 2 then x singular and x isotropic mean the same thing. We call 
a subspace W C Vn(D) nonisotropic if and only if the restriction of H to 
W is nondegenerate, this is equivalent with: the restriction of (jJ to W 
is nondegcnerate. We call a subspace we Vn(D) totally singular if and 
only if L maps W into k, this implies that W is totally isotropic with 
respect to H. Now we give some properties of the group OU(n, D, L). 
The methods used here are a generalisation of methods, developed by 
T. A. SPRINGER in lectures about quadratic forms. Throughout this 
section we use a splitting D=K EB lK, L=P EB lR, and we suppose that 
r belongs to R as before. We choose a fixed e EO K with e + eCf = 1, e = l/z 
if X(D) oF 2. 
(3.1) Let LEO!l'i(n,D) (i=l or i=2) and let H belong to L as in (1.4). 
For every singular vector x EO Vn(D) there is a singular vector y EO Vn(D) 
with H(x, y) = 1. 
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Proof: L(x) E k, L E .Pi(n, D), (i = 1 or i = 2) implies that there is an 
a E vn(D) such that H(x, a)= 1. Denote b=xH(a, a)e+a then H(b, b)=O, 
H(x, b)=1. If X(D)=F2 choose y=b, if X(D)=2 choose y=x{l+lR(b)}+b. 
Remark: x and yare linearly independent over D. 
A hyperbolic plane is a subspace of Vn(D) spanned by two-'singular non-
orthogonal vectors. 
Denote for any subspace F C Vn(D), F' = {x E Vn(D) I H(x, F) = {O}}, 
and denote the restriction of L to F by L(F). 
(3.2) Let L, H be as in (3.1). Let x E Vn(D) be a singular vector, let 
F C Vn(D) be a totally singular subspace, x ¢ F and H(x, F) = {O}. 
Then there is a singular vector y E Vn(D) with H(x, y) = 1 and H(y, F) = {O}. 
Proof: (F')'=F+ V'; x=f+a with f E F, a E V' would imply L(a) = 
=L(x-f) E k so a=O. Now x ¢ F, so x ¢ (F')' and there is ayE F' such 
that H(x,y)=1. <X,Y)DC F', we can use now the proof of (3.1). 
Remark: If L E .PI(n, D) then (3.2) holds for any subspace F C Vn(D). 
(3.3) Let Land H be as in (3.1). Let F C Vn(D) be a totally singular 
subspace, dimD F =m. Let el, ... , em be a basis of F. Then there are singular 
vectors em+1, ... ,e2m E Vn(D) such that H(ei,ej)=-1 if i-j=m, H(ei,ej) = 
=+1 if j-i=m, H(ei,ej)=O otherwise. 
Proof: The proof goes by induction with respect to m. Denote 
G= <e2,"" em)D. By (3.2) one can find a hyperbolic plane W = <el, em+1)D, 
L(em+1) E k, H(el' em+1) = 1, W C G'. 
Vn(D) = W EB W', one may apply the induction hypothesis to W', G C W' 
(for L(W')E.Pi(n-2,D) if LE.Pi(n,D) (i=1 or i=2)). 
Remark: The vectors el, ... , e2m are linearly independent over D, so 
m<I/2n . 
(3.4) Let L E .PI(2m, D). F is a totally singular subspace with dimension 
m. Let G C V2m(D) be a totally singular subspace. Then there is a totally 
singular subspace H C V2m(D) such that G C H, dimD H = m. 
Proof: The proof goes by induction with respect to m. Let G ¢ F, 
there are x E F, y E G such that H (x, y) = 1. Denote W = <x, y)~, 
X=<x)~. Vn(D) = <x, y)D EB W, G n W =G n X so dimDG n W = 
=dimD G-l; dimD W =2(m-l); dimD F n W =m-l. One may apply the 
induction hypothesis to W, G n W, F n W for L(W) E .PI(2m-2, D). 
Hence there is a totally singular subspace Fh such that W:) HI :) G n W 
and dimD HI =m-1. H =HI EB <Y)D has the required properties. 
(3.5) (Witt's theorem) Let L E .PI(n, D). Let F, G be subspaces of Vn(D). 
Suppose that t is an invertible surjective linear transformation of F into G 
such that L 0 t(x) -L(x) E k for x E F. Then there is a hE OU(n, D, L) 
such that h(x) = t(x) for every x E F. 
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Proof: Let H belong to L as in (1.4). 
(1) Assume there is an a=f. 0, a E F such that H(a, F) = {O} and L(a) E k. 
We know that O=f.t(a) E G, L 0 t(a) E k and H(t(a), G)= {O}. Put 
F=<a)D+Fo, a rt F o, so a E Fo'. By (3.2) (using the remark) there is a 
p E Vn(D) such that L(p) E k, H(a, p) = 1 and p E Fo'. In the same manner 
one finds q E Vn(D) such that L(q) E k, H(t(a), q) = 1 and q E t(Fo)'. So 
p rt F, q rt G, L(p) -L(q) E k, H(x, p) =H(t(x), q) for every x E F. 
(2) Assume that for every a E F the facts H(a, F) = {O} and a=f. 0 
imply L(a) rt k, this means-dimD F=m-that L(F) E 2 i(m, D), i= 1 or 
i=2. 
Let Vn(D) x Vn(D) be the space over D with usual addition and scalar 
multiplication. Define Ll : Vn(D) x Vn(D) -+ D by Ll <x, y) = L(x) - L(y) 
for every <x, y) E Vn(D) x Vn(D). Let H belong to L and HI belong 
to Ll as in (1.4). H 1«x, y), <z, t»)=H(x, z)-H(y, t); L E 2 1(n, D) implies 
Ll E 2 1(2n, D). (Remark: L E 2 2(n, D) does not imply Ll E 2 2(2n, D).) 
W = {<x, x) I x E vn(D)} is a totally singular subspace of Vn(D) x Vn(D), 
M = {<x, t(x) I x E F} is totally singular. By (3.4) there is a totally singular 
subspace N such thatM C N C Vn(D) x Vn(D)anddimD N =n. <x,t(x) EM 
and <p,q)EN imply H(x,p)=H(t(x),q) and L(p)-L(q)Ek. 
There are two cases: 
(i) There is a <p, q) EN such that p rt F, q rt G. 
So L(p)-L(q)Ek, H(x,p)=H(t(x),q) for xEF. 
(ii) For every <p, q) EN, P E F or q E G. 
Put Fl = {<x, 0) I x E vn(D)}, F2 = {x E Vn(D) I <x, 0) EN}, 
G1 = {<O, x) I x E Vn(D)}, G2 = {x E Vn(D) I <0, x) EN}. 
N =M EEl Fl n N EEl G1 n N. 
Fl n Nand G1 n N are totally singular, so are F 2, G2. Furthermore 
F 2 CF',G2 CG'. L(F) E 2 i(m, D) with i=l or i=2, LE21(n,D) 
so L(F') E 2i(n-m, D) and dimD F 2,;;;1/2 dimD F' =1/2(n-dimD F). Now 
dimD (M EEl Fl n N) <: dimD F + 1/2(n-dimD F) < n so dimD G1 n N> o. 
Similarly dimD Fl n N> o. Hence there are 0 =f. PI E Fl n N, 0 =f. ql EGI nN. 
Write Pl=<P, 0), ql=<O, q). We now know that L(p) E k, L(q) E k, so 
L(p) -L(q) E k, that H(x, p) =H(t(x), q) for every x E F, and that p rt F, 
q rt G. 
(3) In all these cases one can extend t : F -+ G to t' : F EEl <P)D -+ 
-+ G EEl <q)D by defining t'(x+pit) =t(x) +qit for x E F, it ED. 
(3.6) Let L E 2 1(n, D). All maximal totally singular subspaces oj Vn(D) 
are permuted transitively among themselves by the elements ot OU(n, D, L) 
and have the same dimension. 
The Witt-index VL oj L E 2 1(n, D) is the common dimension oj all 
maximal totally singular subspaces oj Vn(D). We denote the Witt-index 
of H (H belonging to L) by VH, it is the common dimension of all maximal 
totally isotropic subspaces of Vn(D). VL<:VH, if X(D)=f.2 then VL='JIH. 
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4. The OlifJord algebra of a nondegenerate (nondefective) quadratic quaternion 
form 
Let L Ei£'l(n,D). Choose D=K (BlK, e EK with e+e"=l, write 
L=P+lR with P, R : Vn(D) --+ K, let r be the symmetric bilinear form 
belonging to R (see (1.3)), put T(x) = xl for x E Vn(D), let LQ be a nor-
malized quadratic quaternion form. (Evidently LQ also depends on the 
choice of K and l). L E i£'l(n, D) implies that R is non degenerate (non-
defective). With the help of the Clifford algebra of R we shall construct 
the Clifford algebra of L. For simplicity we always take e = 1/2 if X(D) =F 2. 
First we repeat some notions and theorems which can be found in [4 J. 
Let 0 be the Clifford algebra of R, we identify Vn(D) with V2n(K) with 
its image in 0, so we write x 2 = R(x) for x E Vn(D). Let 0+ be the sub algebra 
consisting of all elements of even "degree". As K =F F2 we may use: the 
group 0(2n, K, R) is generated by at most 2n of those transformations 
s(a), which can be got by taking a E Vn(D) with R(a) =F 0 and defining 
s(a)x=x-aR(a)-l r(a, x), see [4] 1.5.1. These transformations are called 
symmetries if X(K) =F 2, or orthogonal transvections if X(K) = 2. Every 
rotation is a product of an even number of symmetries (orthogonal trans-
vections). Let 0+(2n, K, R) denote the group of rotations. 
Now every u E 0+(2n, K, R) induces an inner automorphism g(au) of 0, 
such that g(au)x=auxau-1=u(x) for every x E V2n(K). If u=s(al) ... s(a2m) 
one must take au = ;al ... a2m with ; E K* . 
(4.1) Let L E i£'l(n, D), D=K (B lK, L=P+lR with P, R : pn(K) --+ K, 
let T : V2n(K) --+ V2n(K) be defined by T(x) = xl for x E V2n(K). Then 
u E OU(n, D, L) if and only if u E 0+(2n, K, R) and uT =Tu. 
Proof: If n= 1 the statement follows by the fact that u E 0(2, K, R) 
and u rf. 0+(2, K, R) if and only if u is a symmetry (orthogonal trans-
vection). Let n>2, we may suppose that L=LQ with e+e"=l, eEK. 
(1) X(D) =F 2. This is a well-known theorem, proved for example in [7J. 
One can give a very short proof by using the fact that U(n, D, H) = 
=OU(n, D, L) is generated by quasi-symmetries. 
(2) X(D)=2. Let u=(a; iX) be an orthogonal-unitary quasi-symmetry. 
One can find a basis a, X2, ... , Xn of Vn(D), orthogonal with respect to H. 
Note that H(a, a)=FO, H(Xi' Xi)=FO for 2<.i<.n. Hence aH(a, a)-I, 
T(a), x2H(X2' X2)-1, T(X2), ... , xnH(xn, Xn)-l, T(xn) is a basis of V2n(K), 
symplectic with respect to r (r being the symmetric bilinear form belonging 
to R). Write u(a) =a(;+lr]) with ;, r] E K. The matrix M of u with 
respect to the symplectic basis is 
f-tr]"H(a, a) ~) where 0 denotes the zeromatrix, I the identity. 
The invariant of Dickson D(u), see [8] II § 10, equals f-tH(a, a)-l{R(a);r]" + 
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+ R(at~<1'Y)}+ f-lN<1('Y)). Now ~ + l'Y) = IXIX-<1 = N<1("') (",-<1)2 where IX-I = (3 +L(a), 
(3 EO k. So ~+l'Y)=NAIX){(32+N<1(L(a))+H(a, a)L(at} and ~=N<1(IX){(32+ 
+ N<1(L(a)) + H(a, a)2 ~/}, 'Y) = N<1(IX) H(a, a)R(a). Computation informs 
D(u) = 0 so u is a rotation. 
By (4.1) we are interested in the rotations which commute with the 
semi-linear transformation T. Now T induces a semi-involution. : 0+---+-0+ 
defined by .(~) = ~<1 for ~ EO K, .(Xl ••• X2m) = ( - f-l)-mT(xl) ... T(X2m) for 
Xi EO V2n(K), i=l, ... , 2m, see [14] if X(K)ofo2. 
(4.2) Same notations as before. u EO O+(2n, K, R) and uT =Tu -¢> u induces 
an inner automorphism g(au) of 0 such that g(au)x=u(x) for X EO V2n(K), 
au EO 0+ and .(au)=au. 
Remark: au is determined up to a factor in k*. 
By (4.2) it makes sense to define Ol= {c EO 0+ I .(c) =c}. Ol is an algebra 
over k. In the following sections we will prove that Ol is - up to iso-
morphism-independent of the choice of K, '1, l. 
(4.3) O+=Ol 0k K and dimk Ol= 22n-l. 
(4.4) (Theorem) Suppose n> 2, let L EO .f£'l(n, D), D=K (J) lK, '1 EO K, 
'1+'1<1=1, ('1=1/2 if X(D)ofo2). Let T: V2n(K)---+-V2n(K) be defined by 
T(x) = xl. Write L = P + lR with P, R : Vn(D) ---+- K, Le(x) = - er(T(x), x) + 
+ lR(x) for x EO Vn(D). Let 0 be the Olifford algebra. of R. Suppose 
u EOOU(n, D, L), u=(al; IXl) ••• (am; IXm) with (ai; IXi) orthogonal-unitary 
quasi-symmetry (i=I, ... ,m) and IXi-l=~i-Le(ait, ~iEOk, see (2.8) and 
(2.9). Then u induces an inner automorphism g(au) of 0 such that g(au)x= 
= auxau- l =u(x) for every x EO Vn(D). One may take au EO Ol and then 
au EO k*gl + ealT(al) - e<1T(al)al} ... gm+ eamT(am) - e<1T(am)am}. 
Proof: One only needs to show this for an orthogonal-unitary quasi-
symmetry (a; IX), in this case it suffices to prove that u(a)=g(au)a where 
au=",-l+Le(at+eaT(a)-e<1T(a)a (which is an element of Ol). 
(i) {~ + (eaT (a) - e<1T (a)a)}-l = N<1{; - Le(a) }-l . {; - (Le (a) + Le (at) -
- (eaT(a) - e<1T(a)a)}. Remark: (a; IX) is an orthogonal-unitary quasi-
symmetry so L(a) rt k. 
(ii) {~ + (eaT(a) - e<1T(a)a)}a = a{~ + (eaT(a) - e<1T(a)a)} + {ar(T(a), a)-
- 2T(a)R(a)}. 
(iij) u(a) -a=aN<1{~-Le(a)}-l. {-~ + Le(a)}H(a, a). Now the result follows 
with the aid of some computation. . 
Remark: If iofo (a; IX) EO TOU(n, D, L) then u induces an inner auto-
morphism g(au)=g(IX-l+eaT(a)-e<1T(a)a) of 0 with g(au)x=u(x) for 
x EO Vn(D). 
Define ue : Vn(D) ---+-Ol by ue(x) = exT (x) - e<1T(x)x for every x EO Vn(D) 
Calculations are often simplified by writing ue(x) = xT(x) - e<1r(T(x), x) 
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We give some properties for the mapping ue: 
I. ue : Vn(D) --+ Ol is quadratic over k, which means that 
(a) ue(x~) =ue(x)~2 for every ~ E k, x E Vn(D), 
(b) ue(,): Vn(D) x Vn(D) --+ Ol defined by ue(x, y) = ue(x + y)-
- ue(x) - ue(y) for x, y E Vn(D) is bilinear over k. 
II. ue(xA)-N,,(A)ue(x)+Le(xA)-A"Le(x)A=O for x E Vn(D), A ED. 
Proof: Write A=~+l'r} with ~,'r} E K. 
(i) ue(xA) = (e - e"){R(x)fl~'r)" - R(x)"fl~"'Y] + flN,,('Y])r(T(x), x)} + 
+N,,(~+l'Y])ue(x). 
(ii) Le(xA) - A"Le(x)A = (e - e"){ - R(x)fl~'Y]" +R(x)"fl~"'r}­
-flN,,('Y])r(T(x), x)}. 
III. {Ue(X)}2 + {Le(x) + Le(x)"} ue(x) + N,,(Le(x)) = 0 for every x E Vn(D). 
IV. If H(x, y) = 0 then ue(x)ue(y) - ue(y)ue(x) = 0 for x, y E Vn(D). 
V. If H(x, y) = 0 then ue(x)ue(x, y) + ue(xLe(x), y) = 0 for x, y E Vn(D). 
Proof: (i) If H(x, y)=O then ue(x, y)=xT(y)-T(x)y. 
(ii) If H(x, y) = 0 then ue(x)ue(x, y) = er(T(x), x) xT(y) + e"r(T(x), x)T(x)y-
- R(x)T(x)T(y) + flR(x)"xy. 
(iij) If H(x, y) = 0 then ue(xLe(x), y) = - ue(x)ue(x, y). 
(4.5) (Theorem) Same notations as before. The algebra Ol is generated 
over k by {ue(x) [ X E Vn(D)}. 
Proof: Let A be the algebra generated over k by {ue(x) [x E vn(D)}. 
A COl. The proof that Ol C A goes in several steps. 
(i) ue(x, y) = ue(x + y) - ue(x) - ue(y) E A for every x, y E Vn(D). 
(ii) {Ue(X)}2 = - {Le(x) +Le(x)"} ue(x) -N,,(Le(x)). Since L : Vn(D) --+ k is 
excluded (condition iij) there is an x E Vn(D) with Le(x) # o. Hence k CA. 
(iij) a+r(a) EOl for every a EO+. Now r(a)=a implies ae+r(ae)=a, 
so Ol={a+r(a)[aEO+}. 
(iv) We call C EO+ a monomial if C can be written as C=Xl ... X2j with 
Xi E pn(K), i = 1, ... , 2j. Let 0+(2p) be the vector space, generated over 
k by 1 and by the monomials C which can be written as C=Xl ... X2j, 
Xi E V2n(K), i=l, .. , 2j and with O<j<p. 0+=0+(2n). We prove by 
induction on p that Ol n 0+(2p) C A: 
(v) p = 1. Since k C A, it suffices to prove that xT(y) + r(xT(y)) E A for all 
x, y E pn(K). Now xT(y) + r(xT(y)) = ue(x, y) - er(T(x), y) - {er(T(x), y)}" EA. 
(vi) p;;;, 2. One writes a given monomial in 0+(2p) as a product ab, 
a E 0+(2q), b E 0+(2r) with q, r<p. By induction we may assume that 
0+(2i) n Ol C A for i<p. Now ab + r(ab) = {ae + r(ae)} . {b + r(b)} + 
+A-1{a-r(a)}.A{be"-r(be")}, where ,I.E K*, ,1.+,1."=0. Each of the four 
terms belongs to Ol, hence also ab+r(ab) EA. 
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5. An abstract characterization of the algebra Ol 
Let D be a quaternion field with center k, the usual involution in D 
is denoted by IJ'. Let LEO Sf1(n, D), f and tJ> are defined as in section 1. 
H belongs to L as in (1.4). 
Now we impose extra conditions on L: 
(iv) If H(x, y)=O then L(x+y)-L(x)-L(y)=O for x, y EO Vn(D). 
(v) If X(D) =1= 2 then L(x) +L(x)" = 0 for x EO Vn(D). 
These conditions are satisfied for the normalized quadratic quaternion 
forms L e, with e+e"=1 and e=lj2 if X(D) =1= 2. 
Let A be an associative algebra over k, suppose there is a mapping 
u : Vn(D) -'?- A with the following properties: 
I. u is quadratic over k. Denote the symmetric bilinear mapping 
belonging to u by u(,), so u(x, y)=u(x+y)-u(x)-u(y) for 
x, yEO Vn(D). 
II. u(xA) - N,,(A)u(x) + f(x, A) = 0 for x EO Vn(D), A EO D. 
III. {u(x)}2+{L(x)+L(x)"}u(x)+N,,(L(x))=O for x EO Vn(D). 
IV. If H(x, y) = 0 then u(x)u(y) -u(y)u(x) = 0 for x, y EO Vn(D). 
V. If H(x, y) = 0 then u(x)u(x, y) + u(xL(x), y) = 0 for x, y EO Vn(D). 
First we give some properties of such a mapping u: Vn(D) -'?- A. 
(5.1) If H(x,y)=O then u(xA,y)=u(x,YA") for x,YEOVn(D), AEOD. 
Proof: By the extra condition (iv) imposed on L we have f(x+y, ,1)-
- f(x, A) - f(y, A) = O. 
Polarizing II one finds u(xA, YA) -N,,(A)u(x, y) = 0, so one gets the result 
by replacing y by YA" and using the linearity of u( , ). 
(5.2) u(xA, x) - (A + A")u(x) + f(x, .1+ 1) - f(x, A) = 0 for x EO Vn(D), A EO D. 
Proof: This follows from II. 
(5.3) If H(x, y)=O then u(x)u(x, y)+u(x, y)u(x) + {L(x)+L(x)"}u(x,y) =0 
for x, y EO Vn(D). 
(5.4) If H(x, y) = 0 then {u(x, y)}2 + {L(x) +L(x)"}u(y) + {L(y) +L(y)"}u(x) + 
+ u(x)u(y) + u(y)u(x) + {L(x)L(y)" + L(y)L(x)"} = 0 for x, y EO Vn(D). 
Proof of (5.3) and (5.4): If k was finite then D was finite so D was 
commutative. Polarize III and use the non-finiteness of k. The terms of 
the third degree over k in x give (5.3), the terms of the second degree 
over k in x give (5.4). 
Remark: Using IV one can replace in (5.4) the sum u(x)u(y)+u(y)u(x) 
by 2u(x)u(y). 
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(5.5) It H(x, y) = H(y, z) = H(z, x) = 0 then u(x)u(y, z) + u(y, z)u(x) + 
+u(x, y)u(x, z)+u(x, z)u(x, y)+{L(x)+L(x)"}u(y, z)=O tor x, y, z E Vn(D). 
(5.6) It H(x, y)=H(x, z)=O then u(x)u(y, z)-u(y, z)u(x)=O tor 
x, y, z E Vn(D). 
(5.7) It H(x, y)=H(y, z)=H(z, x)=O then u(x)u(z, y)+u(x, z)u(x, y)+ 
+ u(zL(x), y) = 0 tor x, y, z E Vn(D). 
Denote for any ring R ~(~)=~2+~ it ~ER. We shall use a function 
!X : D x D ~ k defined by !X({3, b) = {(3b" - b{3"}2 it X(D) =1= 2 and by !X({3, b) = 
=N,,({3)+N(Ab)+~({3b"+b{3") it X(D)=2. 
(5.8) It H(x, y) = 0, H(x, x)H(y, y) =1= 0 then {2u(x)u(y) - L(x)L(y)" -
- L(y)L(x)"}{u(x, y)}2 = !X(L(x), L(y)) it X(D) =1= 2 and {H(x, X)-lU(X) + 
+H(y, y)-lU(y) + 1 + [L(x)L(y)" + L(y)L(x)"]H(x, x)-lH(y, y)-l}{U(X, y)}2= 
= H(x, x)H(y, y)!X(H(x, x)-lL(x), H(y, y)-lL(y)) it X(D) =2, x, y E Vn(D). 
(5.9) (Lemma) Let D be a quaternion field with center k, denote the 
usual involution by G. Let {3, b ED* and suppose (3+{3"=b+b"=O it 
X(D) =1= 2, {3 + (3" = b + b" = 1 it X(D) = 2. 
Then D=I=<I, {3, b, {3b)k <=> b E <1, (3)k <=> !X({3, b)=O. 
Proof: Put D=<I, (3)k EB l<l, (3)k such that l+l"=O and l~=~"l for 
every ~ E (1, (3)k. Write b=~+l1] with~, 1] E <1, (3)k. Now some computa-
tion will give the result. 
(5.10) (Lemma) Let D, k, G, be as in (5.9). Suppose {3, bED, {3=1={3", 
b=l=b", D=I=<I, {3, b, {3b)k. 
Then the A ED such that (1, {3, A"bA, {3A"bA)k=l=D lie in the union of two 
planes in D. 
Proof: (i) First suppose (3 and b as in (5.9). Take 1 ED as in the 
proof of (5.9). So l2=p, E k*. Put A=~+l1], with ~,1] E <1, (3)k. Then 
A"bA = N,,(~)b- p,N,,(1])b" + l~1](b" - b) E <1, (3)k <=> ~1] = O. 
(ii) If X(D)=I=2 take {3o= 1/2({3_{3"), bO=l/2(b-b"); if X(D)=2 take 
{3o = {3({3 + {3")-1, bo = b( b+ b")-l. 
Now <1, {3, A"bA, {3A"bA)k=<I, {3o, A"boA, (3oA"boA)k. 
(5.11) (Lemma) Suppose n>2. Let LE:i\(n,D), H belonging to L as 
in (1.4). Then there is a basis el, ... , en ot Vn(D), orthogonal with respect 
to H, such that D=<I, L(ei), L(ej), L(ei)L(ej)k tor l<i, j<n, i=l=j. 
Proof: The proof goes by induction on n. If n=2 then the statement 
follows from (5.10). Let el, ... , en-I, Xn be a basis of Vn(D), orthogonal 
with respect to H, such that D = <1, L(et), L(ej), L(ei)L(ej)k for 1 < i, j <. 
<n-l, i=l=j. From H(ei' et) =1= 0, H(xn, xn) =1= 0 follows L(ei)=I=L(ei)a, 
L(xn)=I=L(xn)". By (5.10) there are at most 2(n-l) forbidden planes in D, 
in which we may not take A if we want that 
(1, L(ei), AaL(xn).A., L(ei)A"L(xn)A)k=D, (1 <i<.n-l). As k is infinite we 
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can find a suitable A. Then <1, L(el), L(XnA), L(ei)L(xnA)k=D for 
1 < i < n - 1 and one can choose en = XnA. 
Now one can prove the following main theorem: 
(5.12) (Theorem) Suppose n;;;.2. Let L E !l'l(n, D), H belonging to L 
as in (1.4). Let el, ... , en be a basis of Vn(D) satisfying the conditions of (5.11). 
Suppose L satisfies the conditions (iv) and (v). Let A, u : Vn(D) -+ A be 
as in the beginning of this section, suppose moreover that A is generated 
over k as an algebra by {u(x) I x E Vn(D)}. 
Then A is generated over k as a vector space by 
P = {u(el)",{l) ... u(en),,(n) u(eI, ed(2) ... u(el' en)fi(n) I iX(i) = 0 or iX(i) = 1 
(l<i<n) and f3(j)=O or f3(j)=1 (2<j<n)}. 
Proof: Let A be the vector space, generated over k by P, then A C A. 
The proof that A C A goes in several steps: 
(i) a E A implies u(ep)a E A for 1 <p<n. Use III and IV. 
(ii) u(ep, eq) E A implies u(epA, eq) E A for A ED, 1 <p, q <no If p =Fq 
one uses V, (i), (5.1) and the special properties of the basis. If p=q one 
uses (5.2). 
(iij) u(eI, ep)2 u(ep, eq) E A for 1 <p<q<n. For u(el' ep) u(elL(ep), eq) E A 
and u(el' ep) u(ep) u(eI, eq) E A. Now use (5.7). 
(iv)u(ep,eq) EA if l<p,q<n. If p=1 or q=1 the statement follows 
by definition, if p=q then it follows by u(x, x)=2 u(x), so assume 
1 <p<q<n. By the special condition for the basis we know by (5.8) 
that u(eI, ep)-2 E A, then use (i) and (iij). 
(v)u(ep, eq)2 E A if 1 <p, q < n. 
(vi) If a E A and b E A then ab E A. We only need to prove this if 
b=u(ep) (1 <p<n) or b=u(el, eq) (2<q<n). Multiplication by u(ep) 
gives no trouble with the aid of IV, (5.3), (5.6) and III. We define a 
degree d(x) of x = u(el)",(l) ... u(en),,(n)u(eI, e2)fi(2) ... u(el' en)fi(n) E P by 
d(x) = !~~2 f3(i). Let A(m) be the vector space, generated over k by 
{x EPld(x)<m}. Let b=u(el,eq). If a=cu(ep)EP (l<p<n) or if 
a=cu(eI, ep) E P (2<p<q) then ab E peA. If a=cu(el, eq) E P then we 
may use (5.4) and ab EA. Now let a=cu(el, ep) E P with p>q. If 
cu(el, ep) E P n A(m) then c E A(m-l); cu(el, ep)u(el' eq) E cB where B 
contains the elements with the terms in the right order of the algebra 
generated over k by {u(el), u(ep), u(eq), u(eI, ep), u(el' eq)}, see (5.5) and (v). 
So cu(el' ep) u(el, eq) =dl +d2u(el' ep) +dau(eI, eq) +d4u(el, eq)u(el, ep) with 
di EA(m-l) (l<i<4). By induction we may assume dl ,d2u(eI,ep), 
dau(el, eq), d4u(el, eq) E A(m) C A so ab E A for c only contains terms 
with f3(i)=O if i;;;.p. 
(vii) A C A for A is generated by {u(x) I x E vn(D)} so by 
S={u(ep) 11<p<n}u {u(epA, eq) 11<p<q<n and A ED}. By (ii) and (iv) 
we have SeA so by (vi) A C A. 
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Remarks: (1) If n= 1 then Ol is generated over k as a vector space 
by {1, u(el)} where VI(D) = <el)D. 
(2) We also have proved that the multiplication in A is determined 
entirely by the multiplication we need to define P. 
The theorems (5.13) up to (5.15) can be proved for n= 1 by a simple 
line of reasoning. We only give proofs for n;;;.2. 
(5.13) Let L E 2 1(n, D). Suppose that Ut, At(i= 1,2) have the properties 
of (5.12). Suppose that dimk Al = 22n- l . Then there is a unique homo-
morphism 1p : Al --+ A 2, such that 1p 0 UI(X) =U2(X) for every x E Vn(D), 1p is 
surjective. 
Proof: Take a basis el, ... , en of Vn(D) satisfying the conditions of 
(5.11). As Al has maximal dimension we know that the elements 
uI(el)"(1) ... uI(en)"(n)uI(el, ed1(2) ••• uI(el, en)P(n) E P are linearly indepen-
dent over k. Hence we can define 1p : Al --+ A2 by 1p{uI(el)"(l) ... 
( )",(n) ( )P(2) ( )P(n)} _ ( )"'(1) ()",(n) ( )P(2) 
., . UI en UI el, e2 ... UI el, en -U2 el ... U2 en U2 el,e2 ... 
... u2(el, en)ll(n), 1p linear over k. With remark (2) after (5.12) we see that 
1p is a homomorphism with respect to multiplication. 
(5.14) Let L E 2 1(n, D), Ut, At(i= 1,2) have the properties of (5.12). 
Suppose dimk AI=dimk A 2=22n- l . Then Al and A2 are isomorphic. 
(5.15) Let L E 2 1(n, D), D=Kt EB lKt, e(i) E K and e(i)+e(W= 1 
(if X(D) =1= 2 then e(i) =1/2). Let Olt be as in section 4 (i=1, 2). 
Then Oh and Ol2 are isomorphic. 
Proof: (i) Suppose X(D)=2. Now Le(t) E21(n,D) and satisfies the 
conditions (iv) and (v); Ue(t) and Olt (defined as in section 4) satisfy the 
conditions of (5.12) but with Le(l) respectively Le(2) in the axioms. 
By (1.3) we know that LQ(I) -Le(2) maps Vn(D) into k. Denoteq=Le(l) -Le(2) 
and define v: Vn(D) --+Oh by V=Ue(I)+q. One can easily prove that 
v, Olt, satisfy the axioms I up to V, but for Le(2) instead of for Le(l). For 
example: Axiom I is proved if one knows that q is quadratic over k. 
For the proof of axiom V one only has to remark that H(x, y) = 0 implies 
that q(x+y)=q(x)+q(y) hence Ue(l)(X, y)=v(x, y) for x, y E Vn(D). 
(ii) X(D) =1= 2. Define Ue(t) as in section 4. Again the conditions of (5.12) 
are satisfied. 
(iii) One may use (5.14) by (4.3). 
Let L E 2 1(n, D). From here we call the algebra Ol as defined in section 4 
the Olifford algebra of L. In the next sections we use the following lemmas: 
(5.16) Let L E 2 1(n, D), Ol the Olifford algebra of L, U : Vn(D) --+ Ol 
satisfies the axioms for a normalized quadratic quaternion form Le of L. 
Let H belong to L as in (1.4). Then u(x)u(y)-u(y)u(x)+u(xH(x, y), y)=O 
for x, y E Vn(D). 
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Proof: The proof goes for example by computation in a second Clifford 
algebra 0+. 
(5.17) Same notations as in (5.16). Let x E Vn(D), H(x, x) * 0. Then if 
x(D) * 2 then {U(X)}2 ¢ k2 and if x(D) = 2 then {H(x, X)-lU(X)}2 + 
+ {H(x, xr1u(x)} ¢ ~(k). 
(5.18) Same notations as in (5.16). Let x, y E Vn(D), H(x, x)H(y, y) * 0, 
u(xH(x, y), y) = 0. Then either H(x, y) = ° or y E <x)n. 
(5.19) Same notations as in (5.16). Let x, y, a, b E Vn(D), H(x,x)H(y,y) * 0, 
H(x, y) = 0, u(x, a) = u(y, b). Then a, b E <x, y) n. 
(5.20) Same notations as in (5.16). Let n= 3 and e, f, g, be a basis of V3(D) 
satisfying the conditions of (5.11). Then u(e, f)u(e, g)u(e, f) =au(e, g) with 
a E (1, u(e), u(g), u(e)u(g)k. 
Proof: Using associativity of multiplication and the calculation-
rules we find u(e, f)u(e, g)u(e, f)=u(e, gfJ(e, f)) where fJ(e, f)= -L(f)L(e)a+ 
+L(etL(f). As the basis satisfies the conditions of (5.11) we know that 
u(e, gfJ(e, f)) =au(e, g) with a E <1, u(e), u(g), u(e)u(g)k. 
Remark about the axioms: At a first glance one might think 
that it suffices to impose the axioms I, II, III. We know that L E ll'l(n, D), 
L satisfies conditions (iv) and (v) implies La E ll'l(n, D) and La satisfies 
conditions (iv) and (v), furthermore f(L) = f(La). If u : Vn(D) -+ L satisfies 
the axioms I up to IV for L, then u satisfies these axioms for La, but 
in V we may not replace L by La. It is not easy to see if axiom IV is 
independent of the other axioms. 
(To be continued) 
